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Abstract. Many proposed distributed hash table (DHT) schemes for peer-topeer network are based on some traditional parallel interconnection topologies.
In this paper, we show that the Kautz graph is a very good static topology to
construct DHT schemes. We demonstrate the optimal diameter and optimal
fault tolerance properties of the Kautz graph and prove that the Kautz graph is
(1+o(1))-congestion-free when using the long path routing algorithm. Then we
propose FissionE, a novel DHT scheme based on Kautz graph. FissionE is a
constant degree, O(logN) diameter and (1+o(1))-congestion-free. FissionE
shows that the DHT scheme with constant degree and constant congestion can
achieve O(logN) diameter, which is better than the lower bound Ω(N1/d)
conjectured before.

1 Introduction and Related Work
In recent years, peer-to-peer computing has attracted significant attentions from both
industry and academic research. The core component of many proposed peer-to-peer
systems is the distributed hash table (DHT) schemes [1] that use a hash table-like
interface to publish and lookup data objects. DHT schemes for structured P2P systems
have attracted much attention in academic researches for their desirable
characteristics, such as scalability, robustness, self-management, and generality.
Many proposed DHT schemes are based on some traditional interconnection
topology: Chord [2], Tapestry and Pastry are based on the hypercube topology; CAN
[3] is based on the d-torus topology; Koorde [4] and D2B [5] are based on the de
Bruijn graph; Viceroy [6], Ulysses [7] are based on the Butterfly topology. Compared
with hypercube, de Bruijn or torus topology, Kautz graph has some better properties.
In this paper, we demonstrate the optimal diameter and optimal fault tolerance
properties of the Kautz graph and prove that the Kautz graph is (1+o(1))-congestionfree when using the long path routing algorithm. Then we propose FissionE, a novel
DHT scheme based on Kautz graph. FissionE is a (1+o(1))-congestion-free DHT
scheme with constant degree and O(logN) diameter.
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Two important measures of DHT schemes are degree, the size of routing table to
be maintained on each peer, and diameter, the number of hops a query needs to travel
in the worst case. In many existing DHT schemes, such as Chord, Tapestry, and
Pastry, both the degree and the diameter tend to O(logN), while in CAN the degree
and the diameter are O(d) and O(dN1/d) respectively. An open problem posed in [1] is
whether there exists DHT scheme with O(d) degree and O(logN) diameter. Recent
work [4,5,6,7,8] has shown that there are DHT algorithms to achieve O(logN)
diameter with O(1) degree, but the algorithms cause severe congestion in P2P
networks. Xu et al. [7] systematically studied the degree-diameter tradeoff of DHT
schemes and defined the concept of congestion, and then clarified the role that
congestion-free plays in the degree-diameter tradeoff. A conjecture posed in [7] is that
“Ω(N1/d) is the asymptotic lower bounds for the diameter when the degree is no more
than d and the network is required to be c-congestion-free for some constant c”.
FissionE is a novel constant degree and (1+o(1))-congestion-free DHT scheme with
O(logN) diameter. FissionE can achieve better bound than the conjecture above.
FissionE is a constant-degree and (1+o(1))-congestion-free DHT scheme with
O(log2N) diameter. The average degree of FissionE is 4, and the diameter of FissionE
is less than 2*log2N; the average routing path length of FissionE is about log2N.
Compared with FissionE, the degree of Ulysses is O(logN) which is not constant. The
expected degree of D2B is constant, but its high probability bound is O(logN) , i.e., a
few unlucky peers would be of degree Ω(logN). The expected diameter of Viceroy is
about 3log2N, however its O(logN) diameter is achieved not with certainty but “with
high probability”. Among the well-known DHT schemes, only CAN and Koorde
definitely have constant degree. CAN is of 2d degree, but its diameter is O(dN1/d), and
so it does not scale as well as FissionE. Koorde [4] is constant degree and O(logN)
diameter, but it isn’t (1+o(1))-congestion-free and it’s congestion is severer than that
in FissionE.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the Kautz
graph and its properties. Section 3 proves the low congestion property of the Kautz
graph. Section 4 describes the design of FissionE. Conclusions and future work is
discussed in Section 5.

2 Static Kautz Graph
Many DHT schemes are based on the traditional interconnection network topologies.
Different from dynamic P2P network, the traditional interconnection network poses
some limits on the number of nodes it can support and does not support the dynamic
joining or departure of nodes. To distinguish them, the traditional interconnection
network is called static network in the paper. FissionE exploits Kautz graph as its
static topology. This section discusses the Kautz graph and its properties.
Definition 1. The Kautz string ξ of length n and base d is defined as a string a1a2…an
where aj ∈ {0,1,2,…,d} (1≤j≤k) and ai ≠ ai+1 (1≤i≤k-1).
Definition 2. The Kautz namespace KautzSpace(d,k) is defined as the set containing
all the Kautz strings of length k and base d, i.e.,
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KautzSpace(d,k) = { a1a2…ak | ai ∈ {0,1,2,…,d} (1≤i≤k) and ai ≠ ai+1 (1≤i≤k-1)}.
Definition 3. The Kautz graph K(d,k) [9] is a directed graph whose nodes are labeled
with a Kautz string of length k and base d. For simplicity, we name a node with its
label. Every node U=u1u2…uk in Kautz graph K(d,k) has d outgoing edges: for each
α ∈ {0,1,2,…,d} and α≠uk, node u has one outgoing edge to node V=u2u3…ukα,
(denoted by u→v), i.e., there is an edge from u to v iff v is a left-shifted version of u.
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Fig. 1. Kautz graph K(2,3)

Fig. 2. Neighborhood of FissionE

Obviously there are N=dk+dk-1 nodes in the K(d,k) graph and each node in K(d,k) is
of in-degree d and out-degree d. Figure 1 shows Kautz graph K(2,3).
Table 1. The degree-diameter tradeoff of different topologies
Topology
de Bruijn
Hypercube (Chord)
d-torus (CAN)
Butterfly
Kautz (FissionE)

Degree
d
log2N
2d
d
d

Diameter

Average path length

logdN
log2N
1/2dN1/d
2 logdN(1-o(1))
D=logdN- logd(1+1/d)

logdN-1/(d-1) [11]
1/2 log2N
1/4dN1/d
about 3/2 logdN [11]
D-1/(d+1)

Assuming a graph of fixed degree d and diameter k, the maximum number of
nodes N in the graph is the Moore bound [10] 1+d+d2+…+dk. The Moore bound is not
achievable for any non-trivial graph. The number of nodes in the Kautz graph K(d,k)
is dk-1 +dk, very close to the Moore bound. In fact, Kautz graph is the densest graph
when the diameter is two. From the Moore bound, it is easy to see the low bound of
the diameter of a graph with N nodes is log d ( N ( d − 1) + 1)  − 1 and the diameter k

log d ( N ( d − 1) + 1) − 1 =
k +1
k −1
logd ( d − d + 1) − 1 = k. Thus

of Kautz graph K(d,k) reaches the lower bound as

log ((d
d

k

+ d k −1)( d − 1) + 1) − 1 =

Kautz graph K(d,k) has an optimal diameter.
The Kautz graph also has optimal fault tolerance [13]. That is, Kautz graph K(d,k)
of degree d is d-connected (i.e., there are d node disjoint paths between any two
nodes). The corresponding de Brujin graph is (d-1)-connected. In addition, Kautz
graph K(d,k) has a better load balancing feature than the de Bruijn graph as shown in
[9]. Table 1 shows the degree-diameter tradeoff of different topologies.
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3 Low Congestion Routing in Kautz Graph
There are many routing algorithms for Kautz graph. FissionE uses the Long Path
Routing Algorithm in Kautz graph [9]. Long path routing in Kautz graph from node U
to node V is accomplished by taking the string U and shifting in the symbols of V one
at a time until the string U has been replaced by V. For instance, given two nodes
U=u1u2…uk and V=v1v2…vk, the long routing path from U to V is a path of length k
shown as below:
U=u1u2…uk→u2u3…ukv1→u3u4…ukv1v2 → ….→ukv1v2…vk-1→v1v2…vk (if uk≠v1)
or a path of length k-1 shown as below:
U=u1u2…uk→u2u3…ukv2 →u3u4…ukv2v3 →….→ukv2…vk-1vk=v1v2…vk (if uk=v1)
For example, with the long path routing algorithm, the routing path in Kautz graph
K(2,3) from node 012 to node 102 is 012→ 121→210→102, and the routing path
from 012 to 202 is 012→120→202.
The long path may contain duplicate nodes and the algorithm keeps it for
symmetry and simplicity. Obviously, with the long path routing algorithm, the path
length between any nodes is k or k-1, and the average path length is
h=d/(d+1)*k+1/(d+1)*(k-1)=k-1/(d+1). Compared with the shortest path routing
algorithm, the long path routing algorithm has a little longer average routing path
length, while it has better load balance characteristics and the average delay is even
less than the shortest routing algorithm under heavy load [9] (the severe congestion on
some nodes leads to some delay). FissionE adopts the long path routing algorithm.
Now we consider the congestion characteristic of long path routing in Kautz graph.
We use the concept “congestion-free” from [7].
Definition 4 [7]. A P2P network is c-congestion-free (c is constant and c≥1) if its
static network is both c-node-congestion-free and c-edge-congestion-free under
uniform all-to-all communication load. The c-congestion-free is also called constant
congestion. A network is said to be c-node-congestion-free if no node is handling
more than c times the average traffic per node. A network is said to be c-edgecongestion-free if no edge handling more than c times the average traffic per edge.
The uniform all-to-all communication load is defined as: for each pair of nodes U,V
(U≠V), there is a unit of traffic from U to V. The static P2P network is referred to the
case that all nodes in the identification space exist and are alive, i.e., nodes in P2P
network form the complete static topology.
Now we turn to the congestion property of the Kautz graph and some lemmas
referred in the proof are shown after the Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. When using long path routing algorithm, Kautz graph K(d,k) is (1+o(1))congestion-free.
Proof. Define S1={u1u2…uku1u2…uk | u1u2…uku1u2…uk ∈ KautzSpace(d,2k) },
S2={u1u2…uku2…uk | u1u2…uku2…uk ∈ KautzSpace(d,2k-1)
and u1u2…uk=uku2…uk },
S3=KautzSpace(d,2k)-S1, S4=KautzSpace(d,2k-1)-S2, S=S3∪S4
The uniform all-to-all communication load is represented by the set M:
M={routing paths from U to V | U,V are nodes in K(k,d) and U≠V}
Define mapping f: ∀δ ∈ M , assuming δ is a routing path of length n:
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b1b2…bk→b2b3…bk+1→b3b4…bk+2→…→bnbn+1…bn+k,
then f(δ)=b1b2…bk…bn+k.
From Lemma 1, f is a bijection from M to S. Thus under uniform all-to-all
communication load, for any node R=r1r2…rk, its load equals the number that the
Kautz string r1r2…rk appears as a substring (except for the prefix) of the Kautz strings
in S. From Lemma 2, the load Ln of R is:
k
k −1
−k
( r1 ≠ rk )
 k * d + ( k − 1) d
Ln = 
k
k −1
 k * d + ( k − 1) d
− k +1
( r1 = rk )
The average path length in Kautz graph K(d,k) is h=k-1/(d+1), thus the average
load of a node is
Aveg(Ln)=(N-1)*h=(dk+dk-1-1)*(k-1/(d+1)) = k*dk+(k-1)*dk-1-k+1/(d+1)
Because Max(Ln)- Aveg(Ln)= d/(d+1)<< Aveg(Ln) , and
Max(Ln)/Aveg(Ln)<1+1/((k-1)*(dk+dk-1))=1+1/((k-1)*N)=1+O(1/NlogdN)=1+o(1)
Thus the static Kautz graph is (1+o(1))-node-congestion-free.
In Kautz graph K(d,k), the edge from r1r2…rk to r2…rkrk+1 can be uniquely
represented by the Kautz sring r1r2…rkrk+1, and each Kautz string b1b2…bkbk+1 in
Kautz namespace K(d,k+1) can be uniquely represented by the edge from node
b1b2…bk to node b2…bkbk+1. Thus under uniform all-to-all communication load, for
any edge e=r1r2…rkrk+1 in K(d,k), its load equals the number that the Kautz string
r1r2…rkrk+1 appears as a substring of the Kautz strings in S. From Lemma 3, the load
Ln of R is:
( r1 = rk + 1 )
 k * d k −1 + ( k − 1 ) d k − 2 − k

k－ 1
k−2
+ ( k − 1) d
− k +1
Le = k * d
( r1 = rk
and
r2 = rk ＋ 1 )
 k * d k－ 1 + ( k − 1) d k − 2
( others )

In Kautz graph K(d,k), the average load of edges Avg(Le)=N*(N-1)*h/|E| (|E| is the
number of edges in K(d,k) and |E|=N*d), thus
Avg(Le)= N*(N-1)*h/(N*d) = (N-1)*h/d = k*dk-1+(k-1)*dk-2-k/d+1/(d*(d+1))
Because Max(Le)- Avg(Le) = k/d - 1/(d*(d+1)) = h/d << Avg(Le), and
Max(Le)/Avg(Le) =1+(h/d)/((N-1)*h/d)=1+ 1/(N-1)=1+o(1)
Thus Kautz graph K(d,k) is (1+o(1))-edge-congestion-free.
Therefore, Kautz graph K(d,k) is (1+o(1))-congestion-free.
ڤ
From Theorem 1, it is easy to get that the Kautz graph is constant congestion.
Now we give the lemmas referred in the proof above.
Lemma 1 The Mapping f is a bijection from M to S.
Proof: Obviously, S3∩S4= ∅ , S=KautzSpace(d,2k)∪KautzSpace(d,2k-1)-S1-S2.
First we prove that f is an injection.
∀δ ∈ M, then δ is a routing path from a certain node U=u1u2…uk to another node
V=v1v2…vk(U≠V):
1) if uk≠v1, then the routing path δ would be :
U=u1u2…uk→ u2u3…ukv1→ u3u4…ukv1v2 → ….→ukv1v2…vk-1→v1v2…vk=V
Thus f(δ)=u1u2…ukv1v2…vk, thereby f(δ) ∈ KautzSpace(d,2k). Since U≠V,
thereafter f(δ) ∉ S1, thus f(δ) ∈ KautzSpace(d,2k)-S1, i.e. f(δ) ∈ S3.
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2) if uk=v1, then the routing path δ would be :
U= u1u2…uk →u2u3…ukv2 →u3u4…ukv2v3 →….→ukv2…vk-1vk = v1v2…vk =V
Thus f(δ)=u1u2…ukv2…vk, thereby f(δ) ∈ KautzSpace(d,2k-1).Since U≠V, i.e.
u1u2…uk≠ukv2…vk, thereafter f(δ) ∉ S2, and f(δ) ∈ KautzSpace(d,2k-1)-S2, i.e.
f(δ) ∈ S4.
So ∀δ ∈ M, f(δ) ∈ S, that is, the range of mapping f is S, and f is a mapping from M
to S. Obviously, the identical routing path can only be mapped to one Kautz string,
and different routing paths will be mapped to different Kautz strings, thus f is an
injection.
Then we’ll prove that f is a surjection.
∀ξ ∈ S, since S3∩S4=Φ, thus we may find that ξ ∈ S3 or ξ ∈ S4.
If ξ ∈ S3, let ξ= a1a2…a2k-1a2k. According to the definition of S3, a1a2…ak and
ak+1ak+2…a2k are both valid Kautz strings in KautzSpace(d,k) , and
a1a2…ak≠ak+1ak+2…a2k, ak+1≠ak. Consider routes δ’ in Set M with length k which
originate from source node a1a2…ak to destination node: a1a2…ak→ a2a3…akak+1→
a3a4…ak+2→……→ak…a2k-1 →ak+1…a2k, we may find that ξ=f(δ’), i.e. ∃δ’ ∈ M, s.t.
ξ=f(δ’).
If ξ ∈ S4, let ξ = b1b2…b2k-1. According to the definition of S4, we can get that
b1b2…bk and bkbk+1…b2k-1 are all valid Kautz strings in KautzSpace(d,k); what’s more,
b1b2…bk ≠ bkbk+1…b2k-1. Consider route δ’ with length k-1 in set M which originates
from source node b1b2…bk to target node bkbk+1…b2k-1 : b1b2…bk→ b2b3…bkbk+1→
b3b4…bk+2→ …… →bk-1bk…b2k-2→bkbk+1…b2k-1. Thus we may find ξ= f(δ’), that is,
∃δ’ ∈ M, s.t. ξ=f(δ’).
Thus f is a bijection.
ڤ
Lemma 2 For any Kautz string R=r1r2…rk in KautzSpace(d,k), the number of R
appearing as the substring(except for the prefix) of Kautz strings in set S is:
 k * d k + ( k − 1) d k −1 − k
( r1 ≠ rk )
LR = 
k
k −1
 k * d + ( k − 1) d
− k +1
( r1 = rk )
Proof. S= KautzSpace(d,2k)∪KautzSpace(d,2k-1)-S1-S2.
Based on theories of combinatorics, the number of times that R appears as a
substring (except for the prefix) of Kautz string in KautzSpace(d,2k) are k*dk. (R can
be placed in k different places in a Kautz string with length 2k, and the other k places
left all have d choices.). Similarly, the number of times that R appears as a substring
(except for the prefix) of Kautz string in KautzSpace(d,2k-1) is (k-1)*dk-1.
Then we calculate the number of times that R appears in S1 and S2. If R appears as
a substring of the Kautz string ξ in S1={u1u2…uku1u2…uk | u1u2…uku1u2…uk ∈
KautzSpace(d,2k) } and R appears at No. m place of ξ, assuming
ξ=b1b2…bkbk+1bk+2…b2k=b1b2…bkb1b2…bk, then U=bm…bkb1b2…bm-1 (bm≠bm-1), i.e.,
r1≠rk . Similarly, if R appears in S2, r1=rk.
Thus if r1≠rk, R would not appear in S2. For each m that satisfies 1<m≤k, we could
construct a unique Kautz string ξ’=rk-m+2…rkr1r2…rkr1r2…rk-m+1 with length 2k: ξ’ ∈ S1,
R appears at No. m place of ξ’ and R also appears at No. k+1 place of r1r2…rkr1r2…rk
that is in S1. Therefore, the number of times that R appears in S1 is k and the number
of times that R appears in S2 is 0.
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If r1 =rk, for each m that satisfies 1<m≤k, we could construct a unique Kautz string
ξ’ = rk-m+1…rkr2…rkr2…rk-mrk-m+1 with length 2k-1: ξ’ ∈ S1 and R appears at No. m place
of ξ’. Therefore, the number of times that R appears in S2 is k-1 and the number of
times that R appears in S1 is 0.
Therefore, for any node R=r1r2…rk in Kautz graph K(k,d),
If r1≠rk, LR=k*dk+(k-1)*dk-1- k.
If r1=rk, LR=k*dk+(k-1)*dk-1- (k-1).
ڤ
Lemma 3 For each Kautz string e=r1r2…rkrk+1 in KautzSpace(d,k+1), the number of
times that e appears as the substring of Kautz strings in set S is:
k * d

Le = k * d

k * d

k −1
k－1
k－1

+ ( k − 1) d k − 2 − k
+ ( k − 1) d

k−2

+ ( k − 1) d

k−2

− k +1

( r1 = rk + 1 )
( r1 = rk , r2 = rk ＋ 1 )
( else )

The proof of Lemma3 is similar to Lemma 2 and omitted here.

4 FissionE Sketch
The Kautz graph has optimal diameter and good fault tolerance characteristic. Also it
is constant congestion when using long path routing algorithm. Thus the Kautz graph
is a good static topology to construct DHT schemes. We propose FissionE, a novel
constant degree, O(logN) diameter and (1+o(1))-congestion-free DHT scheme based
on the Kautz graph.
FissionE adopts Kautz graph K(2,k) as its static topology. Each peer in FissionE
owns a zone in virtual 2-dimensional Cartesian coordinate. The identifiers of zones in
FissionE are Kautz strings with base 2, and zones are organized according to their
identifiers. The identifier of a peer is the identifier of the zone it owns. When peers
join or leave, the “split large and merge small” policy is adopted for maintenance.
Then the entire coordinate space is dynamically partitioned among the peers in the
system and the identifiers of zones changes dynamically.
FissionE is somewhat similar to Fission scheme [8], and the main differences lie in
the neighborhood of peers and the routing algorithm as well as the update algorithms.
In FissionE, the neighborhood invariant (i.e., if zone U and V are neighbors, then
||U|-|V||≤1) is kept, but there is no brother-edges. An example of FissionE
neighborhood is shown in Figure 2. Routing algorithm in FissionE is much like the
long path routing algorithm in the Kautz graph, while Fission adopts the short path
routing algorithm. The maintenance policy is similar to that in Fission, but the
procedure to find fit zone to split or merge is much more complex. Some faulttolerant mechanisms are also proposed in FissionE. The details of FissinE and Fission
are in [8, 14].
Now we show some properties of FissionE. The proof and details are in [14].
Theorem 2 (Congestion Characteristic) FissionE is (1+o(1))-congestion-free.
Theorem 3 (Performance Characteristic) In an N-peer FissionE system,
1. The in-degree of each peer is 2 and the out-degree is between 1 and 4. The
average out-degree is 2.
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2. The diameter of FissionE systems is less than 2*log2N.

5 Conclusions and Future work
The Kautz graph is a good static topology to construct DHT schemes. A novel DHT
scheme based on Kautz graph, FissionE, is proposed to achieve constant degree,
O(logN) diameter and (1+o(1))-congestion-free. FissionE is a very promising DHT
schemes and many topics (such as proximity, heterogeneity, etc.) on FissionE will be
investigated thoroughly in our further work.
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